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                                   班級：      座號：       姓名：         

(  B  )1. Oscar: This dress looks so nice.  How much is it? 

        Clerk: Its          is NT$899.    

        (A) size               (B) price   

(  A  )2. I don’t like this pair of        .  They are too big for me. 

 (A) shorts             (B) skirts 

(  A  )3. To sit on a sofa after a long day of work is very         . 

 (A) comfortable        (B) fashionable  

(  A  )4. Paul: What time is the on-line meeting? 

        Ann: It’s at six-thirty. But now is six-fifty. 

        Paul: We’re          late.  

(A) already            (B) almost  

(  B  )5. David: What time is it? 

        Sara: I really have no idea.  My watch is        . 

        (A) useful             (B) broken 

(  B  )6. Henry doesn’t wash his clothes by hand because he uses a washing        .      

 (A) refrigerator         (B) machine 

(  B  )7. Gary likes this singer a lot because she has a very beautiful         . 

 (A) tape               (B) voice   

(  A  )8. To me, the          with all my family’s memory is the most valuable of all. 

        (A) apartment          (B) top  

(  B  )9. Cindy is nice to everyone.  She is          student in her class. 

        (A) kinder             (B) the kindest 

(  A  )10.A: How did Alice look at the party last night?   B:         . 

(A) So happy         (B) Very happier 

(  A  )11.         a wonderful gift!  

(Ａ) What            (Ｂ) How 

(  A  )12. A:         does the girl look?   B: She looks hungry.  

 (A) How             (B) What 

(  B  )13. The juice tastes          medicine. 

(Ａ) X               (Ｂ) like  

(  B  )14. It         so terrible.  What are you cooking? 

(Ａ) smells like        (Ｂ) smells 

(  B   )15. It’s         hotter and hotter. 

 (Ａ) becomes         (Ｂ) getting  

(  B  )16. Walk fast, or you won’t         catch the bus. 

 (A) can              (B) be able to  

(  B  )17. Linda looks         at her brother. 

(A) happy            (B) happily 

(  A  )18. Tim studies very          every day.   

 (Ａ) hard             (Ｂ) hardly 

(  B  )19. Allen went to bed         last night.      

 (Ａ) lately            (Ｂ) late  

(  A  )20. Jim sounds         on the phone.   

 (A) sad              (B) sadly. 

 


